Technology of prelaunch geometric calibration of multispectral imagery instruments of Russian geostationary satellites "Elektro-L" No.1 and No.2 is considered. Circular control points are used as a test field. Its geometrical model is developed to take distortions in the collimator optical system into account. Multiple observations of a test field at different angles is used to cover the full visual field of a geostationary sensor. New algorithm of circular control point detection is developed and adapted to complex geometry of geostationary imagery. It is capable of processing images formed as a set of separate scans. Under calibration, sensor design parameters and also the law of scanning mirror motion are specified. The paper contains results of the technology approval under prelaunch calibration of MSU-GS sensors for geostationary operational meteorological satellites (GOMS)
INTRODUCTION
The issue of prelaunch photogrammetric calibration of multispectral imagery instruments of Russian geostationary satellites "Elektro-L" No.1 and No.2 is considered. Image formation is carried out with usage of a scanning mirror in these instruments, besides the image is constructed in the form of separate parts -scans. Calibration is required to provide high accuracy of scans' coregistration and eliminate geometrical deformations, which are typical of the scanning process, under processing of imagery materials.
Methods of the prelaunch (laboratory) geometrical calibration are widely presented in publications, for example reviews in (Clarke, 1998) . Generally two tasks should be solved for calibration -choice of a reference input image (target) and choice of a camera model fitting. Then methods of the image analysis at the camera output are constructed for estimation of concrete parameters of the camera model.
First of all, collineatory transformations (Heikkilä, 2000) , distortion and other deformations of optics of various types (Atcheson, 2010) are considered in publications as a geometrical camera model. Image analysis methods at the camera output providing high-precision determination of such geometrical models are developed for them.
As a rule, sensors have more complicated models for Earth remote sensing systems (Jacobsen, 1998 (Atcheson, 2010) or with complex internal structure (Wang, 2011) because of the small size. Figure 1 shows a suggested circuit of the geometrical calibration technology for a geostationary sensor.
GEOSTATIONARY SENSOR CALIBRATION TECHNOLOGY
A test-field containing a system of round control points is used for calibration. Position of a circle on the plate is determined by the index ) ,
, N -a number of apertures in one row.
A test-field is located into the collimator which optical system forms a real image of the infinitely remote test-field. Visible position of apertures is described by vectors ij v in the collimator system of coordinates XYZ . 
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The suggested technology has been approved under geometrical calibration of scanning sensors MSU-GS for spacecraft "Elektro-L" and "Elektro-L No.2". Modules of the visual range (VR) and infrared range (IR) were calibrated separately. Within calibration of the visual range, periodic geometry frame nonlinearity having the amplitude up to 3 pixels was detected. It is obvious that this nonlinearity is connected with nonlinearity of the scanning mirror motion. Trigonometric polynomials have been used for its correction.
On the left Figure 2 shows a partial image formed by the sensor under imagery of the reference sample in the infrared range IR4. Separate parts of the image are visible. On the right the image geometrically transformation into the uniform system of coordinates is shown; scans stitching operation has been executed. Control point center coordinates found by the program are shown by cross wires. 
CONCLUSIONS
The technology and algorithms for ground geometrical calibration of imagery instruments of Russian geostationary satellites "Elektro-L" No.1 and No.2 have been developed. Suggested approaches allow significantly decreasing calibration labor intensity and increasing its accuracy. Peculiarity of the technology is a possibility of high-accuracy mutual overlapping of scans and also improvement of the scanning mirror motion law. Such technology can be used for calibration of other sensors having the similar principle of scanning.
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